contemporaries knew of his methods. Written primarily for amateurs and travelers in the colonies, the pamphlet describes several standard preserving techniques.
The first, and according to Reaumur the method most commonly practiced, is to remove the skin from the bird's body and to stuff it with a soft substance (such as flax, wool, hay) or to stretch it over a solid mold that approximates the actual shape of the living animal.7 Reaumur warned his readers that this' method requires considerable skill and suggested a second procedure that is simpler. This consists of transporting in strong brandy the bird skin after it has been washed of any blood, gutted, the body cavity stuffed, and wrapped in such a manner as to protect the feathers from becoming rumpled. Small birds may be placed in glass jars or in wooden barrels. The latter is preferable, since barrels are less likely to break in transit and are capable of holding large birds as well as many smaller ones. Better yet, after the birds have soaked in brandy (a minimum of eight days to six weeks depending upon the size) they may be taken out and packed in chaff or straw in a box, which must then be very carefully sealed to prevent insects from penetrating. Brandy keeps the flesh from rotting but will not render the bird body resistant to pests.
Embalming, the third method described by Re'aumur, also checks decay but does not ward off insects. To embalm a bird the preparator empties the body of the bird, then fills it and the neck with either aromatic spices or a drying agent such as alum or lime.8 The bird is next placed in the container in which it is to be shipped, buried in more of the powder, and allowed to dry for several weeks. Reaumur's fourth method In spite of the variety of substances used, embalming materials were not always available to collectors in the colonies. For example, Pierre Poivre (1719-1786), one of Reaumur's main suppliers of bird specimens, complained in a letter written in 1757, "vous seres surpris que j'aie encore suivre mon ancienne methode pour la conservation des oiseaux, et que je n'aie pas Suivre celle que vous m'aves apprise par vous derniers lettres: mais vous m'excuseres quand vous sqaur6s que cette methode est impracticable dans les pals surtout ou j'ai faites mes collections on n'y trouve ni baril ni tonellier, ni alum, ni Sel. on a bien de la peine a avoir le dernier article pour les besoin de la vie, et nos colonies manquent absolument de tout, point d'alum point d'espirit de vin, point de drouges etc." Letter from Poivre to Reaumur, Mar. 19, 1757, dossier "Poivre," Archives de l'Academie des Sciences de Paris. Although Reaumur's pamphlet describes four methods, in his personal letters he seems to have stressed embalming to men in the colonies-in spite of the problems of which Poivre complained. Jean Chaia in his article "Sur un correspondance inedite de Reaumur avec Artur, premier medecin du Roy a Cayenne," Episteme, 1968, 2:36-57, 121-138, reproduces a letter that Reaumur wrote (May 1, 1746) to Jacques-Franqois Artur (1708-1779) in which he advises that important collector to employ this third method using alum, aromatics, and so forth. is a variation of his third one. It is essentially a faster method of drying the bird by placing the gutted specimen, stuffed with soft material to reduce shrinkage and held by a frame to maintain a natural attitude, in an oven that is not excessively hot.9
The four methods described by Re'aumur were inadequate for the needs of the time. Rdaumur himself noted that the main impediment in the development of major ornithological collections-and hence in the development of ornithology-was the problem of insect pests. Although one could prevent immediate deterioration of bird specimens and could transport them great distances, using the techniques outlined above, the danger of the destruction of collections by insects remained. It also came to be realized, later in the eighteenth century, that the methods themselves caused serious problems. Prolonged contact with alcohol damaged bird feathers and distorted the bird's flesh. Salt and alum ultimately caused disintegration of the specimen. Oven heat often made the flesh brittle, and the failure to remove all fat, especially with birds such as ducks and geese, led to stained plumage and deterioration.
Although the techniques described by Re'aumur were insufficient to insure a lasting collection, they continued to be the major taxidermic procedures for many years. We can see evidence of this by looking at what was perhaps the earliest treatise on taxidermy, the Memoire instructif sur la manikre de rassembler, de preparer, de conserver et d'envoyer les diverses curiosites d'histoire naturelle by 1ttienne-Fran9ois Turgot (1721-1788). 10 Although the Memoire instructif discusses methods of preserving "les diff&rentes Curiositds d'Histoire Naturelle," the preparation of birds occupies the first and most extensive chapter and reflects Turgot's belief that birds present the most difficult problems for the naturalist. Turgot recommended that most birds be skinned, and he described several procedures, all of which call for emptying the skull and leaving it and some of the wing and leg bones in place. After the skin has been removed from the carcass, as much fat as possible is removed from the skin and the inside of it sprinkled with alum and camphor. It is then stuffed with a soft material, wrapped with a strip of linen, and placed in a box filled with cotton containing substances with a "strong and penetrating odor."'11 Lastly, the box is carefully sealed. Small birds need only be gutted and placed in eau-de-vie which, since the alcohol extracts blood and fat from the body, will have to be replaced with fresh eau-de-vie, this time diluted with water and mixed with alum. Birds to be sent a short distance are to be treated like small birds, with the difference that after they have soaked in strong eau-de-vie for fifteen days they may be removed, packed in soft materials, and dispatched.
With the exception of its caveat concerning the removal of fat, Turgot's manual did not progress much beyond Reaumur's. Although longer and more detailed, especially concerning the skinning of birds, the manual concentrates on preparing birds for shipment and does not attempt to provide an answer to the pressing question of how to preserve collections of bird specimens once they arrive at their destination. 1"Matieres d'une odeur forte & penetrante, soit du piment, soit du camphre, soit des etoupes on du coton imbibes d'essence de terepenthine" (ibid., p. 13). Turgot warned his readers that if they used the latter, they must be careful that none of it touched the skin, for it would ruin the feathers. tryed most, if not all, the methods that have been published or practised for many years past, with all the care and attention I could, and it was not till after the loss of much time and many fine subjects, birds in particular, that I set myself to find out such methods, drugs, and liquors, as would effectively penetrate and perfectly cure all the parts, so as to keep them plump and full. '3 In the detailed criticism of the various methods employed in his day which followed, Kuckahn not only stressed the insufficiency of the techniques to maintain the specimen in a proper state of preservation, but also complained that the prepared birds totally failed to simulate the bird in its natural state. His second letter cautions the reader to take great care when collecting birds. The collector must not allow blood to ruin the feathers, and he must take into account the season and age as well as the sex of the bird. Most importantly, however, he should note the bird's behavior so as to be able to recreate a realistic pose in the finished museum specimen.
His third letter describes the two mixtures to be used in preserving: a liquid varnish made of raw turpentine, camphor, and spirit of turpentine; and a dry compound made of corrosive sublimate, saltpeter, alum, sulfur, musk, pepper, and ground tobacco. His last letter details his entire method. This calls for the collector to remove the soft inner parts of the bird and as much flesh as possible, then to apply the varnish and the powder to all the remaining portions and to the skin. Next, the skin is stuffed with tansy, wormwood, hops, and tobacco. An artificial wooden breastbone is inserted, and the eyes are replaced with large beads. Brass or iron wires are then inserted into the bird to arrange it in a lifelike pose. The final steps are to varnish the feet and bill and to dry the bird in an oven.
Birds so treated, according to Kuckahn, are perfectly preserved, however still subject to insect attack. Therefore, avian specimens should be carefully enclosed in sealed cases that have been washed with camphor and spirit of turpentine. As a final piece of advice, Kuckahn suggested that the cases be occasionally washed, that they be kept in a dry room out of direct sunlight, and that the birds be periodically baked to destroy insect eggs.
Kuckahn's procedures were clearly addressed to the problems of maintaining an ornithological collection, and in this sense he went further than Re'aumur or Turgot, who published advice on the preparation of birds for transport only. The Royal Society must have been impressed by Kuckahn's procedures, for they elected him a fellow in 1772, and his certificate states that he was "well versed in natural history and already known to the Royal Society and the public by his curious observations on the best methods of preserving birds and the specimens he has given of his great skill in preparing them and readjusting some animals that were much damaged in the Society's museum. The author concludes his four letters by warning that birds prepared by his method will be destroyed by moths in a short time if they are not enclosed in well sealed cases. But this drawback is precisely the weakness of all the other methods. If this is the case, as he admits, then his method is not preferable to those used by other men. I would say, in addition, that it is not even equal to the other methods, for it demands precautions and expense which the others do not require, and by following it one nevertheless equally fails to obtain one's goal. But more importantly, the reason that we must reject his method is that it exposes one, for no purpose, to the great risks of fire and poison.
The author of the method I am discussing prescribes in one passage the composition of a varnish made with spirit of turpentine, and in another passage the use of corrosive sublimate. There can be no person who is unaware of the risks that are involved in making varnishes. It demands great attention and requires the experience and skill of a trained artist. The thick, fetid, black vapor that heated turpentine emits, can catch fire suddenly, ignited by a light incautiously brought near, or igniting itself by a draft from an open window or door which pulls the smoke down on to the coals whose heat causes the vapors to rise. To give the recipe of such a varnish, to make it known to people ignorant of the details of a new and dangerous art, is to expose them to the almost certain danger of harming themselves, and to prepare for them-in what was undertaken for a simple amusement-the misfortune of seeing their ruin and that of their fellow citizens.
Corrosive sublimate is a dreadful poison, which should be entrusted only to an artist, who in harnessing or directing its force can produce a beneficial remedy. To place it into ignorant or reckless hands is to entrust them with a weapon with which by merely touching it they can injure themselves. Or if it is by chance stolen, one is exposed to the frightful consequences of recklessness and the crimes of spite, of jealousy, of cupidity, of vengeance, indeed, of all the passions. It is, then, with more than enough justification, that I have said that the proposed method exposes those instructed to dangers for which the risk alone is greater than the promised benefits, which it, moreover, cannot produce.'6 After dismissing Kuckahn's four letters, Mauduyt took the occasion to comment on the general state of taxidermy: I will first show empirically that most of the methods, perhaps all the methods, that have been proposed up till now concerning the preservation of dried animals from insect attack, are on the one hand dangerous and on the other do not produce that which they promise. I will next show by argument that such a method is partly very difficult to discover and partly not worth searching for because it seems to be impossible to find. I shall conclude by relating the surest methods and the easiest ways to supplement them. '7 Mauduyt wrote that in his collection he had animals prepared according to all the known methods, plus specimens sent to him by numerous individuals who had employed strong poisons in a variety of ways and who claimed that their techniques were unfailing.I8 These latter specimens he placed in containers and introduced insect pests. Nothing else was added. He found that the insects not only devoured the "prey," but they multiplied as easily and in as great a number as they did when placed with untreated specimens. 19 Alternative methods, he went on to show, were equally unacceptable, either because they ruined the specimen or were ineffective. To complete this glum picture he described the various insect pests and explained how and when they cause havoc. His final advice was that the collector should become familiar with the first signs of insect attack, fumigate the cases periodically,20 and try to keep the cases tightly sealed.
CONFLICT
Mauduyt's letter to Rozier's journal has greater historical importance than its significance as a French criticism of Kuckahn's method. In May 1771 Mauduyt had received some birds, prepared according to a secret formula by Jean-Baptiste Becoeur (1718-1777), an apothecary and naturalist of Metz.21 Mauduyt's sweeping condemnation of taxidermic methods made no exception for Becoeur's preparation, and Be'coeur was outraged by what he considered to be an unjust rejection of his technique. He had attempted numerous substances over a period of many years in his quest for a preservative that would protect specimens from all insect attack. He believed he had found a formula that annulled the exhalations which he thought were responsible for attracting various insect pests,22 but he was not ready to publish the details of his preservative. As he explained in 1775, ... it has cost me a lot of time and expenditure.... If my discovery concerned the health or welfare of men, I would hear only the cry of humanity and sacrifice to the public the fruit of my work. But as my secret cannot be placed in that class, I believe that I can wait without qualm while I am repaid for the trouble and expense that it has caused me. This is especially so considering its future use, for not only is it applicable to dried animals but also to furs, woolens, anatomical pieces; in a word, to anything subject to being consumed by insects. It is therefore something of great importance for commerce.23
Bdcoeur was in an awkward situation. He believed that he had developed a commercially valuable preservative, and he wanted to profit by it. The problem confronting him was how to advertise his invention without revealing its secret. What Be&coeur did was to attempt to gain fame for his preservative by having birds prepared by him placed on public display. To this end he presented several specimens to the Cabinet du Roi in 1755 with the hope of obtaining recognition from Buffon and Daubenton.24 It was probably with similar intent that Becoeur gave Mauduyt some prepared birds in 1771. One can, therefore, appreciate his irritation over Mauduyt's article; for not only did it attempt to demonstrate the insufficiency of all the allegedly perfect methods, it also claimed that it was impossible to discover a satisfactory preservative.
In defense Becoeur published a sarcastic letter in the Journal encyclopedique, which opens with a scathing attack on the "pseudonymous author" whom he claimed forged Mauduyt's name.25 He then criticized two of the main points of Mauduyt's article: his rejection, based on experiment, of the value of poisons as well as of all other preservatives, and his assertion of the futility of searching for an adequate preservative. The latter Becoeur dismissed as too defeatist to be taken seriously by naturalists. The former he examined more closely. If insects are starved they will eat anything, he reasoned, so that placing a preserved bird in a sealed box with them and observing its consequent destruction is not a conclusive experiment. Becoeur wanted to stress this, and it is not difficult to see why. His method claimed to eliminate the exhalations that attracted insects. Of course insects would decimate specimens if they were forced to. The issue, according to Becoeur, was whether or not insects would attack properly prepared birds if they had a choice. As an alternative experiment Bdcoeur suggested that birds prepared in different ways be placed with insects and then watched to see which one was attacked last. The one attacked last, or not at all, could then be judged as the one best preserved.
Bdcoeur also questioned Mauduyt's report that the insects that destroyed poisoned specimens flourished and reproduced as well as insects fed on unpoisoned specimens. The Becoeur-Mauduyt controversy resulted in a series of letters by the two protagonists. The debate was not, however, very fruitful. Mauduyt responded, in no uncertain terms, that he indeed was the author of the Journal de physique article.31 On that point there was no further disagreement; on all the other issues they remained at loggerheads. Mauduyt tried to explain the survival of insects after they had destroyed poisoned specimens with the highly questionable assertion that it was due to their fine discriminating sense organs which allowed them to select the morsels of flesh from among the poisonous molecules. On the experimental design itself, he held it to be adequate and did not accept Becoeur's alternative suggestion.32
It is not necessary to repeat all the details of their dispute. Each cited examples to support his position, each rejected the arguments of his opponent, and the debate remained unresolved.33 Bcoeur refused to make public the formula of his preserva26B1coeur, "Lettre a M. Rousseau," p. 138. 27Ibid., pp. 138, 142. 28The Museum was the name given to the Jardin du Roi and the Cabinet du Roi after its reorganization in 1793. It is not clear exactly how the secret passed to the naturalists of the Museum. Dorveaux, in his article "Les grand pharmaciens," p. 286, wrote that one of Bcoeur's nephews worked at the Museum, and it was through him that the formula became known. 29See notes 43 and 44 below for details of the recipe. 30lmmediately following his statement that poisons are not necessary to preserve birds Becoeur wrote: "II y a trente ans que j'ai fait ma decouverte, & que je manie mon preservatif; il y en a vingtcinq que je couche dans le cabinet oui je conserve ma collection; & jamais (quoique la piece soit forte resserr&e par la multitude des animaux), ni la vapeur de ceux-ci, ni le maniment de mon specifique, n'ont derange ma sante" ("Lettre a M. Rousseau," p. 138).
31Mauduyt, "Reponse . . . a une lettre," p. 360. 32 Ibid., p. 362. 33Mauduyt recognized the degree of disagreement and stated: "II n'est pas possible de councilier nos deux sentimens; il nous reste donc a defendre chacun le notre. Nous pouvons a ce sujet recueillir l'avis des personnes eclairees, ou avoir recours au raisonnement" (ibid.). Becoeur recognized the difficulty of trying to convince Mauduyt that he had an adequate solution to the problem, and in the first part of his final twopart letter on the subject wrote: "Tout le monde scait le trait de ce sophiste qui nioit le mouvement. Pour toute reponse, quelqu'un se mit a marcher devant lui. Je crois vous avoir presente un argument pareil a celui de cet homme qui confondit le raisonneur subtil, & je crois devoir de meme, apres cela, imiter son silence" (Becoeur, "Replique," p. 498). tive so that it could be tested by others, and Mauduyt held that his experiment demonstrated the insufficiency of Becoeur's preservative. When Becoeur died in December 1777 it appeared that the controversy, although inconclusive, had ended.34
During the last decades of the eighteenth century and first part of the nineteenth, naturalists continued to devise new methods of preservation. The two most well known were those put forth by the abbe Denis-Joseph Manesse (1743-1820) and Pierre-Francois Nicolas (1743-1816). Manesse contended that insects were attracted to bird skins by the decomposing fat left on the skins. He claimed that poisons were ineffective against the attacks of ravaging insects but that one could chemically remove the oily materials from the bird skins and thereby get at the root of the problem.35 The logic of Manesse's argument was valid, but unfortunately experience soon showed that the desired result was not obtained by following his long and complicated instructions. Nicolas appreciated Manesse's attention to the removal of fat from bird skins, but he felt that some additional protection was necessary. Like Mauduyt and Manesse he rejected the use of poisons;36 instead, he proposed a twostep procedure that called for soaking the skin in a tanning solution and then treating it with a soapy pomade.37 Though Nicolas claimed to have had extraordinary success with his technique, other naturalists failed to duplicate his results, and for this reason his method did not win many adherents.
Other writings on preservation during this period made use of earlier techniques. Philippe Pinel's (1745-1826) instructions to the expedition sent to search 
SIGNIFICANCE
The emergence of ornithology, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as a professional discipline was contingent upon a set of preconditions. First, there had to be a sufficient amount of basic data relating to a set of interesting and fruitful questions. Next, appropriate institutional frameworks had to exist in which these questions could be investigated, discussed, and resolved. Finally, certain technical problems that had impeded the study of ornithology had to be solved.
Taxidermy Europe's largest and most important public collection, that of the Museum. In Holland, Coenraad Jacob Temminck (1778-1858) was also indebted to Becoeur's arsenical soap for the fine state of his collection, which at the time was thought the richest private collection in Europe.48 By contrast, across the Channel, the specimens in the British Museum in the early part of the nineteenth century were being destroyed through neglect and lack of proper preservation.49 To state that large ornithological collections came into being during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries because the problems of taxidermy were solved would be inaccurate-the history of ornithological collections is considerably more complicated-however, it can be stated that without proper methods of preservation these collections could not have come into existence.
The ornithological museum, public or private, served to do more than charm the curious visitor with nature's beauty and richness. In a very meaningful sense these institutions determined the character of the nascent discipline of ornithology. They did so because they were the main locus of professional work. (1789-1855) .53 The use of lithography was significant for several reasons. It allowed for a more lifelike depiction of plumage, and it generally increased the accuracy of illustrations because naturalists could draw directly onto the stone instead of relying on engravers, who often had little appreciation for scientific illustration. Also, lithographs were considerably less expensive to produce than engravings or woodcuts, so journals could afford to include illustrations on a regular basis and inexpensive editions of high quality could be printed. Exact artistic depictions and discerning descriptions of thousands of birds, however, could not be made wholly on living or freshly killed specimens. Without proper taxidermic procedures, the growth and development of ornithological illustration would have been seriously impeded.
The solution of the problem of preserving birds not only made possible large permanent collections, which in turn influenced the questions people asked in their study of birds as well as the genre of ornithological literature, but also it led to the development of certain key concepts in ornithology. The one most directly related to taxidermy is the idea of type-specimens. This notion grew out of the need to standardize the methods used to order the ever-growing empirical base of information in ornithology. Especially pressing was the procedure relating to new species. Since questions often arose concerning the original description of a new species, naturalists recognized the desirability of a reliable identification of the particular specimen used by an author to name a new species. Properly labeled type-specimens quickly became recognized by ornithologists as the ultimate arbitrators in classification; they also served as name carriers. By convention if the species was later divided into two species, or rearranged in some other manner, whichever group included the type-specimen was given the original name. Type-specimens came to be among the most valued and protected holdings of natural history museums during the nineteenth century.54 They were carefully labeled and available for examination as reference material. If a type-specimen is lost, it can be replaced, but this often entails great difficulty, especially if the species is scarce or from a remote region. More important, although a single type-specimen is replaceable, the very notion of a typespecimen implies the existence of a stable, readily accessible collection.
In the emergence of modern ornithology during the first half of the nineteenth century ornithological collections were central. These collections helped to suggest certain questions to be investigated and allowed for the detailed study of particular groups as well as the investigation of geographical distribution. The labeling of typespecimens helped to standardize nomenclature and afforded a standard of reference for classification. Improvements in ornithological illustration made for wider dissemination of the information gleaned from collections. Taxidermy, directly or indirectly, contributed to all of these major developments in the emergence of professional ornithology. The evolution of taxidermy, therefore, was a key technical achievement, and individuals who played important roles in its history, such as Reaumur, Becoeur, and Dufresne, deserve recognition as men who substantially contributed to the foundations of modern ornithology.
